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Paws and Claws Publishing author Cindy Hollingsworth
wrote this lighthearted book about a floating Rainbow Silk
that befriends a little girl. Cindy’s fun, rhyming story will have
you smiling as you watch the characters play outdoors. The
descriptions of the darkening clouds, rainstorm, and rainbow
afterward will have readers and listeners nodding their heads
in recognition. Cindy’s sixth book once again demonstrates for
readers her lifelong love of dance and the dance arts.
GREENSBORO, NC—JULY 6, 2018—At the start of Cindy’s
rhyming tale, the drifting Rainbow Silk asked the little girl to
come out to play. They ran, jumped, and laughed. Rainbow
Silk’s pink, yellow, green, and blue sparkled and glistened.
As the two raced and shouted, the girl realized she’d made
a new friend.
Then Rainbow Silk saw clouds appearing overhead and
was gone on a gust of wind. Sadly the girl started home
without her new friend. However in the distant clapping
thunder, she heard Rainbow Silk make a promise to return
to her when the sun came back.
During the rainstorm, the girl remained hopeful and
waited to see if her new friend would return. As the rain
continued to fall, she went outdoors with her star-covered
umbrella. Time dragged slowly by. After what seemed like
an eternity, the sun beamed and her friend appeared as an
arching Rainbow high in the sky.
After the Rainbow had made wishes come true, it came
back to her home. And the two played joyously once again.
The rhyming text and brightly-colored, sparkling
artwork in this book portray the effervescent qualities of the
Rainbow Silk perfectly.
Rainbow Silk is a colorful, joyously exuberant picture
book for children. Readers will enjoy and relate to the antics
of the two new friends. The bright colors in the artwork
from the beginning of the book to its end make the artwork
dance. Readers and listeners alike will be clamoring to read
and look at this book time and again.
This book is available from the following distributors
online: BarnesandNoble.com and Amazon.com
Retailers, please send inquiries to
info@pawsandclawspublishing.com

